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Abstract: We propose a novel series transformer based diode-bridge-type solid state fault current limiter (SSFCL). To control
the fault current, a series RLC branch is connected to the secondary side of an isolation series transformer. Based on this RLC
branch, two current limiting modes are created. In the first mode, R and C are bypassed via a paralleled power electronic switch
(insulated-gate bipolar transistor, IGBT) and L remains connected to the secondary side of the transformer as a DC reactor. In
the second mode, the series reactor impedance is not enough to limit the fault current. In this case, the fault current can be controlled by selecting a proper on-off duration of the parallel IGBT, across the series damping resistor (R) and capacitor, which
inserts high impedance into the line to limit the fault current. Then, by controlling the magnitude of the DC reactor current, the
fault current is reduced and the voltage of the point of common coupling (PCC) is kept at an acceptable level. In addition, in the
new SSFCL, the series RC branch, connected in parallel with the IGBT, serves as a snubber circuit for decreasing the transient
recovery voltage (TRV) of the IGBT during on-off states. Therefore, the power quality indices can be improved. The measurement results of a built prototype are presented to support the simulation and theoretical studies. The proposed SSFCL can limit
the fault current without any delay and successfully smooth the fault current waveform.
Key words: Solid state fault current limiter (SSFCL), Power quality, Voltage sag, Point of common coupling (PCC), Isolation
transformer
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, economic growth causes an exponential increase in electrical power generation. To
supply the demand, new power generation plants are
installed and their interconnections may increase the
short-circuit ratings and result in fault currents that
are more than the maximum short-circuit capacity of
the switchgears. Among the various faults occurring
in distribution systems, the short-circuit fault is the
most probable one and can cause serious damage to
‡
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the network equipment. The short-circuit fault can
cause overvoltage transients, loss of synchronization,
insulation failure, and may even cause an explosion
of equipment containing insulating oil. There are
some solutions, such as upgrading and replacing
switchgears (McAullife et al., 2001), connecting a
power electronic (PE) convertor as an interface between networks and the installed distributed generator (DG) (Hanif and Choudhry, 2009) and fuses (Wu
et al., 2001). As a reliable, self-triggering, cheap
equipment, the fuse can interrupt fault currents without using sensors or actuators (Cheng et al., 2014).
The major disadvantage is its single use nature, and
thus it needs to be manually replaced. Connecting
the PE converter interface between the network and
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newly installed DG causes a higher power rating,
weight, and cost, if it is used as a fault current limiter
(FCL) (Ghanbari and Farjah, 2013). The next most
popular solution is a power system reconfiguration,
but this method may decrease network power quality
due to higher total system losses and source impedances (Amanulla et al., 2012). A circuit breaker (CB)
is a protective equipment that can be ‘tripped’ and
reset either automatically or manually. However,
CBs with high-current interrupting capabilities are
expensive. The CBs require high maintenance and
have a limited lifetime (Vintan, 2008). In recent
years, novel schemes for limiting the magnitude of
the fault current have been proposed. The FCL is the
best solution for fault current limitation. FCLs are
classified by their principles of operation. They can
be implemented with passive or active and linear or
nonlinear elements (Iwahara et al., 1999), inductive
devices (Yamaguchi and Kataoka, 2008), vacuum
switches (Zhao et al., 2010), semiconductor power
electronic switches (Jafari et al., 2011), and superconductor technologies (Du et al., 2011; Fani et al.,
2011; Na et al., 2012). Hybrid structures have also
been reported (Jang et al., 2010). The FCLs limit the
amplitude of the short-circuit current, improve power
system transient stability, power quality, reliability,
and decrease inrush current in transformers (Tsuda et
al., 2001; Ye et al., 2002; Hagh and Abapour, 2007;
2009b; Liu et al., 2007; Cvoric et al., 2008;
Abramovitz and Smedley, 2012; Firouzi et al., 2013;
Madani et al., 2013). An ideal FCL should have zero
impedance in its normal operation mode, high impedance during fault conditions, quick response to
fault occurrence, fast recovery after fault clearance,
acceptable reliability, and also low cost (Hagh and
Abapour, 2009a). Bridge-type FCLs use a current

fed full-bridge converter. This topology is inherently
suitable for using switches (diodes, thyristors, or other power electronic switches) as line commutated
switches (Radmanesh et al., 2015a).
In this paper, the proposed solid state FCL
(SSFCL) has a simple and applicable structure,
which can limit the magnitude of the fault current to
a certain and safe value. Also, the proposed structure
can reduce the harmonic distortion and switching
overvoltages, and adjust the PCC voltage. The comparative study of the suggested SSFCL with the FCL
presented in Hagh and Abapour (2009b) shows its
superior characteristics. The SSFCL operation in
normal and faulty conditions is studied and the experimental prototype clearly confirms the simulation
results.

2 Electrical network topology
A single-line diagram of an electrical network
including the proposed SSFCL is as shown in Fig. 1.
The proposed network includes two feeders, and it is
assumed that feeder F1 supplies a sensitive load and
feeder F2 delivers power to other loads.
An isolating transformer is the main part of the
SSFCL. Its primary winding is connected in series
with the line, and the secondary winding is connected
to a single-phase diode-bridge rectifier 1. The transformer is used as a series transformer and its winding
ratio is equal to one. The rectifier bridge (D1–D4)
provides a DC power source for short-circuiting the
DC reactor (Ld) during the normal operation mode.
The RLC branch is used as an SSFCL component
where C and a small part of resistance R form a
snubber circuit for IGBT. Ld is a non-superconductor

Fig. 1 Single-line diagram of the electrical network including the proposed SSFCL
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coil and is used as a DC reactor. Its resistance and
inductance are modeled by rd and Ld, respectively.
The IGBT is the main component of the proposed SSFCL. By its proper switching, the overcurrent amplitude is controlled. The DC-bias voltage
source includes a voltage transformer and a rectifier
bridge (D5–D8). The voltage transformer is a stepdown transformer with an Na/Nb turns ratio and feeds
the D5–D8 for providing a proper DC voltage. This
DC voltage is used for compensation of power losses
during the normal operation mode. The power losses
during the normal operation mode include rectifier
bridge 1 power loss, IGBT on-state power loss, and
isolated transformer loss. Connecting the DC-bias
voltage source in series with the DC reactor can
compensate for power losses during the normal operation mode, because it charges the DC reactor
slightly higher than the peak current of the line voltage and causes a short circuit in the DC reactor.

3 SSFCL operation principles
The principles of the SSFCL operation can be
divided into three modes: normal operation, fault,
and freewheeling.
3.1 Normal operation mode
After closing the CB, diode pairs D1–D4 and
D2–D3 conduct for positive and negative cycles, respectively and form a charging period. During the
charging period, the line current is larger than the
DC reactor current and the on-state diodes charge the
DC reactor. During the discharging mode, the DC
reactor current is larger than the line current and its
current freewheels via a rectifier bridge and all diodes (D1–D4) conduct. After some charging and discharging modes, the DC voltage of the bridge output
charges the DC reactor with a DC current and shortcircuits the DC reactor. In this case, the IGBT is on,
so both the damping resistor and capacitor are bypassed and the secondary side of the series transformer is short-circuited. In this way, the proposed
SSFCL has negligible effect on the network voltage
and load current, and the DC-bias voltage source
compensates for the SSFCL power losses and
improves the load voltage and line current power
quality.
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3.2 Fault mode
When a downstream short-circuit fault occurs,
the rising fault current flows through the DC reactor
after being rectified by the rectifier bridge. Therefore,
the reactor reacts against the current rise and limits
the increase rate of the fault current, depending on
the value of Ld. If the fault remains for a long time,
the current through the DC reactor will increase beyond the threshold current level (iT). In this case, the
controller circuit controls the on and off durations of
the IGBT, and inserts the series RC branch into the
current path to keep the DC reactor current below a
specified level. Through turning off the IGBT, the
series capacitor and damping resistor absorb the
stored energy in the SSFCL inductance, resulting in
a decreased DC reactor current. When the IGBT is
turned on, the DC reactor current increases. So, using suitable on and off durations of the IGBT, it is
possible to keep the DC reactor current below the
threshold level for a given damping resistor value.
By controlling the DC reactor current, it is possible
to reduce the inductance and current rating of the DC
reactor. Decreasing the DC reactor size and connecting the DC-bias voltage source can improve the PCC
voltage quality and load current due to compensation
of SSFCL power losses. Also, the damping resistor
and capacitor serve as an RC snubber circuit and
reduce the IGBT transient recovery voltage (TRV)
during the fault period.
3.3 Freewheeling mode
After suppressing the fault current, the IGBT
bypasses the RC branch again and the DC reactor
discharges rapidly via the rectifier diodes, DC reactor resistance, and commutating diode. In this mode,
the SSFCL operates in a discharging mode and the
DC reactor acts as a short circuit. After discharging
the DC reactor, the SSFCL shows negligible impedance in the line and the electrical load seems to be
directly connected to the line.

4 Analytical study
The SSFCL analytical study is divided into two
modes, namely normal and fault modes.
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4.1 Normal operation mode

id(t)=i(t), Z  r 2  ( L) 2 , φ=arctan(ωL/r), i0=i(t0),

During the normal mode, the DC reactor behavior includes both charging and discharging periods.
During the charging mode, D1 and D2 are in on-state
and the line current is the same as the DC reactor
current as shown in Fig. 2a. We have

Vcom is the DC-bias voltage source amplitude, and
VDF is the voltage drop on the rectifier diode.
During the discharging mode, the DC reactor
current is more than the line current, all diodes (D1–
D4) are in on-state, and the DC reactor current freewheels via them (Fig. 2b). In this case, IGBT is on,
RC branch is bypassed, induced DC voltage on the
DC reactor is bypassed as well, and the DC-bias
voltage source compensates for the SSFCL power
losses. Furthermore, the secondary side of the series
isolated transformer is bypassed, which results in
negligible impedance seen from the primary side of
the transformer. By neglecting the series transformer
leakage impedance, the equivalent circuit of the distribution network of Fig. 1 from the viewpoint of
feeder F2, is an inductance (L) and a resistance (r) in
series with the electrical voltage source (Fig. 2b).
The line current during the discharging mode is
obtained by solving Eq. (3):

V sin(t )  riL (t )  L

d iL (t )
 2VDF .
dt

(1)

Solving Eq. (1) gives the following answer for the
line current in the charging mode:
2V V 
 r
 V
iL (t ) exp   (t t0 )  i0  sin(t0  )  DF com 
r
 L
 Z

2V  V
V
 sin(t   )  DF com ,
Z
r
(2)

where V is the source voltage, L includes source (Ls),
line (LL), DC reactor (Ld), and load (LLoad) inductances, and r models the source (rs), line (rL), load
(rLoad), and reactor (rd) resistances. In addition, iL(t)=
(a)
D1

Vcom

D4

R
Ld

r

diL (t )
 riL (t ).
dt

(3)

The source voltage of the electrical network is
sinusoidal with angular frequency ω and amplitude
Vm. The solution of Eq. (3) is given in Eq. (4):
V
 r


iL (t )  exp   (t  t2 )  i2  sin(t2   ) 
Z
 L

 (4)
V
 sin(t   ),
Z

1:1

L

V sin(t )  L

V

where Z  r 2  ( L) 2 , φ=arctan(ωL/r), i2=i(t2), V
(b)
D1

VDF

Id

VDF

D2

Ld V
DF

D4

Vcom
D3

r

L

VDF

is the source voltage, L includes source (Ls), line (LL),
and load (LLoad) inductances, and r models source (rs),
line (rL), and load (rLoad) resistances. In the discharging mode, the DC reactor current and line current
have different values. The DC reactor current during
the discharging mode can be obtained by solving

1:1

Short circuit
V

Fig. 2 Electrical network equivalent circuit in the normal
mode: (a) charging mode; (b) discharging mode

Ld

did (t )
 rd id (t )  2VDF  Vcom  0,
dt

 r
 2V V
id (t )  exp   d (t t2 )  i2  DF com
rd
 Ld


(5)

 2VDF Vcom
.

rd

(6)
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4.2 Faulty operation mode

During the faulty operation mode, when the
current magnitude increases beyond the specified
level (IL), IGBT is turned off and the series RC
branch is placed into the secondary side of the series
transformer, causing the current to decrease below
the threshold value (IT). In this case, IGBT is turned
on again and bypasses the series RC branch. By suitable control of the IGBT’s on and off durations, the
fault current is kept below the threshold level. When
the IGBT is off, the RLC branch is connected to the
secondary side of the transformer and SSFCL operates in the charging mode. To analyze the system
behavior during the fault mode and in the case of the
charging period the equivalent circuit of the system
(Fig. 3a) is used.
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Considering Fig. 3a and isolating the transformer
with a unity turns ratio, the equivalent circuit of the
distribution network is a series RLC circuit. The differential equation of the circuit shown in Fig. 3a is
given as follows:
riC (t )  L

diC (t )
VC (t ) Vm sin(t   ) Vcom  2VDF , (7)
dt

where Vcom is equal to the DC-bias voltage source,
VDF is the voltage drop across the diode, VC(t) is the
voltage on the series capacitor, L=Ls+Lline+Ld+Lf,
and Ls, Lline, Ld, and Lf are the inductances of the
source, line, DC reactor, and fault, respectively,
r=rs+rline+rd+R+rf, and rs, rline, rd, R, and rf are the
resistances of the source, line, DC reactor, damping
resistor, and fault, respectively. Assume that the circuit breaker is energized at t0, IGBT is opened at t5,
and the initial conditions are given as follows:

iC (t5 )  I 5 , VC (t5 )  V5 ,
diC (t5 ) Vm sin(t5   )  V5  rI 5

.
dt
L

(8)
(9)

The capacitor current can be obtained by solving
Eq. (7):
iC (t ) 

where

Vm
sin(t    1 )  in1 (t ),
Z

(10)

Z  r 2  [ L  (C )1 ]2 , φ1=arctan{[ωL−

(ωC)−1]/r}, and in1(t) is the natural response of the
circuit shown in Fig. 3a. As mentioned before, the
turns ratio of the series transformer is equal to 1, and
there are three types of natural responses, which are
associated with the system parameters. The solutions
for the natural responses in the limiting mode are
given as follows:
1. The over-damped response is
in1 (t )  A exp[ S1 (t  t5 )]  B exp[ S2 (t  t5 )], (11)
where S1     2  02 , S 2     2  0 2 , α=
Fig. 3 Electrical network equivalent circuit during fault:
(a) charging mode; (b) discharging mode

r/(2L), and 0  1/ LC . The coefficients A and B
can be obtained as follows:
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A

Vm
2 Z   0
2

2

 S2 sin(t5    1 )

B

 cos(t5    1 ) 


B

(12)

Vm sin(t5   )  V5  Vcom  2VDF
2 L  2  0 2

Vm
2 Z  2  0 2

,

 S1 sin(t5    1 )

 cos(t5    1 ) 


(13)

Vm sin(t5   )  V1  Vcom  2VDF
2 L  2  0 2

.

2. The critically damped response is
in1 (t )  A exp[ (t  t5 )]  B (t  t0 )exp[  (t  t5 )]. (14)

The coefficients A and B can be obtained as follows:
A

Vm
sin(t5    1 ),
Z

Vm
 sin(t5    1 )   cos(t5    1 )
Z
V sin(t5   )  V5  Vcom  2VDF
 m
.
L
(16)
3. The under-damped response is

in1 (t )  e  ( t t5 )  A sin[d (t  t5 )]  B cos[d (t  t5 )] ,
(17)
where d  0 2   2 , and the coefficients A and B
can be obtained as
Vm
 sin(t5    1 )   cos(t5    1 )
Z d


Vm sin(t5   )  V1  Vcom  2VDF
,
d L

(19)

Considering the system parameters, the solution
for the natural response is an under-damped response.
The capacitor voltage in the faulty operation mode
shows three exponential components. The transient
responses are damped after several milliseconds considering the system time constant.
4.3 Freewheeling mode

As mentioned before, during this mode, the DC
reactor current is more than the line current, and according to Fig. 3b, D1 and D3 of the rectifier bridge
carry (id+iline)/2, and D3 and D4 carry (id−iline)/2. So,
all diodes conduct and the DC reactor discharges. As
long as the line current is equal to or lower than that
of the DC reactor, D1 through D4 are in on-state and
the DC reactor current freewheels in the rectifier
diodes.

(15)

B

A

Vm
sin(t5    1 ).
Z

(18)

5 Control strategy

The control block diagram of the proposed
SSFCL is as shown in Fig. 4.
In the normal mode, the diodes of the bridge
legs are on and the line current passes through the
short-circuited DC reactor. In this case, the line current (iline) is monitored by the current transformer
(CT). It passes the 50 Hz band pass filter and its absolute value is compared with the specified level (IL).
During the normal operation mode, there is a small
difference between these two currents (iline and IL),
and the step generator sends the proper command
signal to turn on the IGBT. So, the reactor is charged
to the peak value of the line current (iline) and behaves as a short circuit. In the fault inception, iline
becomes greater than IL and the control circuit turns
off the IGBT. So, the series RC branch is connected

Fig. 4 Control logic block diagram of SSFCL
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to the secondary side of the isolation transformer and
limits the fault current between IL and IT. After fault
removal, the line current will instantaneously decrease. To detect the line current reduction, the root
mean square (RMS) value of the line current is compared with the RMS reference current (IR). The value
of IR is set slightly lower than IL, which allows the
controller to detect the fault removal instant. A second control loop can be formed by obtaining a feedback from the line current RMS value. The line current is applied to an RMS calculating block, the output of which is compared with the reference current
level (iR). At the fault removal, while the IGBT is
still off, the RMS value of the line current decreases
rapidly below the reference value iR. The detector
circuit will then send the reset signal to the step generator block, and this block generates the command
signal for the IGBT after a half cycle delay. During
this delay, both the damping resistor and electrical
load are connected to the network and the DC reactor
is discharged rapidly. As a result, the system returns
to its normal operation mode.

6 Design consideration
6.1 DC reactor design

The differential equation of the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2a without considering the series
capacitor or damping resistor is given as follows:
VDS  rd id (t )  Ld

did (t )
,
dt

(20)
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where t0 is the instant of the fault inception and it is
assumed that the circuit breaker can open the faulty
line at t1. The DC reactor inductance value during the
normal operation mode should be considered large
enough, where the DC reactor current flow through
the reactor is slightly higher than the normal flow of
the AC current through the transmission line. On the
other hand, with respect to the nominal values of the
power network equipment, the value of the DC reactor inductance should be chosen properly to decrease
the fault current to an acceptable level and enables
the circuit breaker to successfully open the faulty
line. However, increasing the DC reactor inductance
increases the time of its discharge after fault clearance and also the system operation delay. By considering t1 the necessary time for the circuit breaker to
open the faulty line after fault inception and i1 its
corresponding current, we can solve Eq. (20) to obtain Eq. (23) for the fault occurrence mode:

t1  t0 

Ld  rd i1  VDS 
ln 
,
rd  rd i0  VDS 

(23)

where i1 is determined via circuit breaker alignment
and its capability to open the faulty line. On the other
hand, the value of i1 is determined according to the
nominal values of the distribution network equipment. In addition, the time difference between t1 and
t0 shows the circuit breaker time performance before
the current of the power electronic diodes exceeds i1.
Furthermore, by determining the rectifier bridge output voltage (VDS), t0, and t1, it is possible to design
the DC reactor inductance and resistance.
6.2 Power electronic switches

where VDS is the voltage drop on the series DC reactor. By solving Eq. (20), the DC reactor current is
obtained as
id (t ) 

VDS
(t  t0 )  I peak ,
Ld

(21)

where the initial value of id(t) at t0 is Ipeak and the
effect of DC reactor losses (rd) is not considered in
Eq. (21), because in comparison with Ld its value is
very small. In addition, we have
i0=id(t=t0)=Id,

(22)

High rating power electronic switches with current ratings up to 24 kA and voltage ratings up to
4 kV are commercially available (Globalspec, 2015).
In addition, the available power electronic switches
have rather high blocking voltage and current ratings
and are relatively easy to parallel and string. At the
medium-voltage level, the use of snubber circuits is
mandatory, while it is not necessary for a low voltage level. The suggested SSFCL can employ selfturn-off switches for switching implementation in a
short time. This makes the suggested SSFCL costeffective and reliable for distribution network applications. For SSFCL applications in high power
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networks, a proper balancing between switch modules and press-packs must be maintained. However,
the power electronic diodes and passive components
are accessible in different ratings.
6.3 RC snubber circuit

The series RC branch in parallel with the IGBT
is effective in turn-off surge voltage of the switching
process. It is also effective for oscillation by dv/dt
noise. The resistance of the snubber is combined
with the damping resistor. Loss in the snubber itself
is quite small, so it is suitable for 50 Hz frequency
applications. In a high voltage IGBT circuit, it is better to use a small ‘RC snubber circuit’. It helps control the parasitic oscillation of the main circuit. In
this application, an RC snubber circuit with a 10 nF
capacitance and a 50 Ω damping resistor is used for
both snubbing and fault current mitigation purposes.
The application of the snubber circuit decreases the
IGBT overvoltage during the switching process.
6.4 Series isolated transformer

In the SSFCL structure, the isolation transformer
is connected in series with the feeder to transfer electrical power to the rectifier bridge, DC reactor, IGBT,
and RC branch while isolating these devices from the
feeder, usually for electric shock protection. It can
also block the transmission of the DC component. Its
purpose is to reflect the impedance of the damping
resistor and DC reactor into the primary side at the
duration of the fault. The turns ratio of the isolated
transformer adjusts the insulation levels and current
ratings for the rectifier bridge, damping resistor,
IGBT switch, and DC reactor. For the FCL equipment connected to the secondary side of the isolated
transformer, the higher voltage results in the smaller
current capacity. In this study, the turns ratio of the
transformer is given as a=1. Without using the series
transformer, some problems may occur for the network:
1. The current of the power electronic switches
is the same as the line current, and it can cause serious damage in fault cases because these switches are
exposed to the transmission line current transients.
2. The power electronic switches experience the
network voltage, and voltage transient is a dangerous
condition for these switches.
3. The fault current limiter equipment experiences the network transient conditions.

Using the isolation transformer in the SSFCL
structure decreases the voltage and current fluctuations on the secondary side of the transformer. In fact,
the filtering behavior of the transformer protects the
power electronic equipment against the transient
conditions. In addition, the transformer turns ratio is
a key factor for designing the voltage and current
level of the power electronic equipment on the secondary side of the transformer. The series transformer
in isolation applications has a small winding turn at
the primary side and its core reluctance is little as
well (the core length and cross section are small).
The inductance of the primary side is little and its
magnetic inductance is considerably small. In addition, the core resistance is considerable, which decreases the core losses and inductive current of the
core. However, at fault inception, the isolation transformer should withstand the fault current during the
transient state. Because this period is around one
fourth of a cycle, the silicon iron core of the transformer cannot be driven into saturation during this
period, and its winding must withstand the electromagnetic force as well. The short-circuit (S.C) and
open-circuit (O.C) tests of the transformer can determine the equivalent short-circuit impedance and
the core loss, respectively. Note that from the O.C test
data we can obtain the parallel branch impedances,
namely the magnetizing reactance and the resistance
representing the core loss referring to the side where
measurements have been taken. Due to the transformer parameters, the magnetizing current, core loss,
and leakage impedances can be obtained. The isolated
transformer is short-circuited during the normal operation mode, and it can insert the SSFCL components in series with the line during the fault period.
The magnitude of the short-circuit impedance referring to the primary side of the isolated transformer is
|Zeq,CT|. During the normal operation, the voltage
drop across the primary side is given as
Vprimary  Z eq,CT iline,rms ,

(24)

where iline,rms is the RMS value of the line current
during the normal operation mode. Therefore, the
apparent power of the isolated transformer during the
normal operation mode is
2
SCT  Z eq,CT iline,rms
.

(25)
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However, the main problem of the isolation
transformer is its loss during the normal operation
mode. By proper design, the isolation transformer
core loss can be effectively reduced and in this study,
we can consider the isolated transformer an ideal
transformer and the transient inrush current on it is
negligible. Normally the series isolated transformer
would not have a leakage impedance of more than
3%–4% (Radmanesh et al., 2015b). Therefore, the
isolated transformer can be considered an ideal transformer and its short-circuit impedance can be neglected as well.

To reduce the power losses during the normal
operation mode, the DC-bias voltage source operates
at the instant of circuit breaker energization. In this
case, the proposed SSFCL has power losses on the
DC reactor, DC-bias voltage source, IGBT switch,
isolating transformer, and rectifier bridge, as described in the following.
7.1 Rectifier bridge

During the normal operation mode, the DC reactor is short-circuited and all diodes are in on-state.
So, the rectifier bridge power loss is
Ploss,RB  4VDF I average ,

(26)

where Iaverage is the average current of the diodes in
each cycle, equal to Ipeak/π.

The DC reactor loss is modeled by rd, and its
power loss during the normal operation mode can be
obtained as
Ploss,reactor  I d2 rd .

(28)

7.4 DC-bias voltage source

The rectifier bridge and voltage transformer
form a DC-bias voltage source, and the steady-state
power loss resulting from this voltage source can be
obtained as
(29)

where Pcore,SDT is the step-down transformer core loss,
iSDT,rms is the RMS value of the line current of the
step-down transformer, and Req,SDT is the equivalent
resistance from the viewpoint of the primary side of
the step-down transformer.
7.5 IGBT

IGBT is in on-state during the normal operation
mode and conducts the DC reactor current. The
steady-state power loss of IGBT can be shown as
Ploss, IGBT  VSW I d ,

(30)

where Vsw represents the IGBT on-state voltage.
Combining Eqs. (26)–(30) results in the total
steady-state power loss of the proposed SSFCL,
which can be written as follows:
Ploss,SSFCL  4VDF I average  Pcore,CT

7.2 Series isolated transformer

The short- and open-circuit tests of the isolated
transformer can determine the equivalent shortcircuit impedance and its core loss, respectively. So,
the power loss resulting from the isolated transformer
during the normal operation mode can be expressed
as follows:
2
Ploss,CT  Pcore,CT  Req,CT iline,rms
,

7.3 DC reactor

2
Ploss,bias  Pcore,SDT  iSDT,rms
Req,SDT  I d  2VDF ,

7 Power dissipation
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(27)

where Pcore,CT is the core loss and Req,CT is the equivalent resistance referring to the primary side.

2
 Req,CTiline,rms
 I d2 rd  Pcore,SDT

(31)

2
Req,SDT  I d  2VDF  VSW I d .
iSDT,rms

Considering Eq. (31), the SSFCL power losses
can be reduced by reducing the resistance of the coil
windings. However, in this study, it is assumed that
the series transformer is ideal and that the transient
inrush current on it is negligible. In addition, the DCbias voltage source power loss is negligible. By this
assumption, the total power losses of the proposed
SSFCL are related to the DC reactor losses. As
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discussed in Hagh and Abapour (2009b), the DC
reactor optimized inductance value for the FCL application is about 0.2 H. By this inductance, it is possible to reduce the DC current ripple (ir,p–p) to very
low values, while the DC reactor resistance has a
maximum value of 0.1 Ω (Hagh and Abapour,
2009b). Furthermore, the power loss in the DC reactor resistance is a very small percentage of the feeder
power, and it is negligible for most of the practical
applications.

line current is sinusoidal and its amplitude reaches
330 A. After fault inception, the first peak of the
fault current increases rapidly and reaches 6880 A.

8 Simulation results

In this section, the electrical network of Fig. 1 is
simulated. The network parameters are listed in Table 1. The proposed network including SSFCL is
simulated for normal and faulty operation modes.
The fault condition is modeled by direct connection
of single phase to ground. Also, the network source
is solidly grounded.
Table 1 Network parameters
Parameter

Description

Vs (simulation) Source voltage (line-line), RMS

Value
20 kV

rs

Source resistance

1Ω

Ls

Source inductance

0.01 H

f

Network frequency

50 Hz

VDF

Voltage drop across power diode

VSW

Voltage drop across IGBT

2V
2V

rd

DC reactor resistance

0.1 Ω

Rp

Discharging resistor

50 Ω

Ld

DC reactor inductance

0.2 H

nt

Isolation transformer turns ratio

1

Rload

Load resistance

48.4 Ω

Lload

Load inductance

0.1 H

rf

Fault resistance

0Ω

Lf

Fault inductance

0H

Cseries

Series capacitor

10 nF

8.1 SSFCL performance without using series RC
branch and IGBT

Fig. 5 shows the line current during normal and
faulty operation modes when there is no SSFCL
connected to the line. During the normal mode, the

Fig. 5 Line current during the pre-fault, fault, and postfault modes without using SSFCL

Fig. 6a shows the DC reactor current with a solid
curve and line current with a dotted curve during the
normal operation mode. In this case, IGBT is on and
the series RC branch is bypassed thoroughly. Fig. 6b
shows the expanded view of a portion of the line and
DC reactor current for charging (t0–t2) and discharging (t2–t3) modes.
In this case, the SSFCL structure includes the
DC reactor only and it is short-circuited via the DC
voltage of the rectifier bridge. In this figure, the DC
reactor current has a DC value with small AC ripple.
This ripple can be reduced using a DC-bias voltage
source (Fig. 6b).
At the fault inception, the DC reactor has limited the line current, and the line and DC reactor currents increase almost linearly. Small values of the
DC reactor inductance cannot limit the fault current
to an acceptable level. Comparison of Fig. 7 and Fig. 5
shows that the fault current amplitude decreases
from 6880 A to 3948 A, which, however, is still a
high value and may be dangerous for network
equipment. By increasing the DC reactor inductance
up to 0.5 H, the fault current decreases to the 2707 A
level as shown with a dotted curve, but this value of
the DC reactor increases the system loss, which is
not acceptable. So, to have a compromise between
system loss and SSFCL proper operation, we need to
connect the series RC branch to the SSFCL structure
via IGBT, which will be discussed in the following
section.
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the proposed SSFCL. By inserting the damping resistor of 50 Ω into the circuit, the acceptable current
level is achieved, while the inductance of the reactor
decreases to 0.2 H. So, there is a negligible delay and
the problem of IGBT overvoltage is solved by using
the RC branch as a snubber circuit. Fig. 8 shows the
line current during normal and faulty operation
modes when SSFCL is connected to the line.

Fig. 8 Line current during the normal, fault, and postfault operation modes with a proper duty cycle of IGBT

Fig. 6 DC reactor current in the normal operation mode
while IGBT is on: (a) normal view; (b) expanded view

Fig. 7 Line and DC reactor currents in the normal, fault,
and post-fault operation modes (IGBT and RC branch
are not connected)

8.2 SSFCL performance using series RC branch
and IGBT

To reduce the fault current below the threshold
level (iT), using a reduced reactor inductance value,
the RC branch with controllable IGBT is added to

These results are obtained when the IGBT has
an on-off duty cycle and the series RC branch is in
series with the DC reactor. Before fault inception,
the IGBT is on and the DC reactor freewheels via a
rectifier bridge. After fault inception at t4, as the fault
current increases to above iL, the control circuit turns
off the IGBT and places the RC branch in series with
the DC reactor at t5, and accordingly the fault current
decreases below iT. By continuously turning on and
off the IGBT, the fault current remains within a
range around the specified level and the system is
successfully protected against the fault. Fig. 9 shows
the DC reactor and series RC branch current during
normal and faulty operation modes. During normal
operation, the series RC branch is bypassed and the
DC reactor current is a direct current with a small
ripple. Fig. 9a shows the effect of a series RC branch
on the reactor current during the fault period. In this
period, the IGBT connects the RC branch to the secondary side of the transformer and reduces the fault
current to an acceptable level. Fig. 9b shows the DC
reactor current when there is no connected RC
branch. The impedance of the reactor can decrease
the fault current to 4000 A, while in the case of using
a series RC branch, the current amplitude decreases
to 1000 A.

Current (kA)

Voltage (kV)
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Current (A)
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Fig. 10 IGBT overvoltage without using a series capacitor (only a damping resistor is connected in series with a
reactor)

Fig. 9 DC reactor current during the normal, fault, and
post-fault operation modes: (a) with RC branch effect
and a proper duty cycle of IGBT; (b) without series RC
branch effect

Fig. 10 shows the IGBT overvoltage when only
a damping resistor is in parallel with the IGBT and
there is no series capacitor in the SSFCL structure. In
this case, the IGBT overvoltage rises above 80 kV,
causing considerable voltage stress and power losses
on the IGBT. In addition, the fault current amplitude
is relatively high and causes high power losses on
the damping resistor (Hagh and Abapour, 2009b).
Considering the switching overvoltage of FCL
in Hagh and Abapour (2009b), considerable power
loss on the IGBT occurs and in most cases, it can
cause IGBT failure. By adding the series capacitor
and resistor as a snubber circuit to the SSFCL structure, the switching overvoltage decreases (Fig. 11)
and the resulting power loss on the IGBT decreases
considerably. So, the snubber circuit can improve the
SSFCL performance during the fault period. It is
observed that the suggested SSFCL limits the
switching overvoltage near the nominal peak voltage
of the network. As the IGBT is turned on in the normal operation mode, the voltage drop across this
switch is almost zero. However, during fault, the
IGBT has on-off durations (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11 IGBT overvoltage using a series capacitor, together with a damping resistor in series with a reactor

Also, Fig. 12a shows the RMS value of the PCC
voltage during normal and faulty operation modes.
The dashed curve relates to the condition when no
SSFCL is connected to the line. The dotted curve
shows the PCC voltage when the IGBT and RC
branches are not employed in the SSFCL structure.
Therefore, only the DC reactor limits the fault current. The solid curve corresponds to the case with the
proposed SSFCL, that is, using the RC branch and
IGBT connected to the line. By comparing these
curves, it is obvious that the SSFCL is able to retrieve the PCC voltage to an acceptable level. In addition, Fig. 12b shows the effects of the SSFCL operation on the sinusoidal PCC voltage during normal,
fault, and post-fault modes. This waveform confirms
that the SSFCL can fix the PCC voltage to an acceptable level during the fault period.
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Effect of DC reactor on PCC voltage retrieval
Without SSFCL operation
SSFCL effect on PCC voltage retrieval
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Fig. 13 SSFCL prototype structure
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Fig. 12 PCC voltage during the normal and faulty operation modes: (a) RMS value with and without using
SSFCL; (b) effect of SSFCL operation on the sinusoidal
waveform of PCC voltage

9 Experimental results

Experimental results are obtained from a prototype circuit of the electrical network (Fig. 13). The
prototype circuit parameters are listed in Table 2.
This prototype consists of a DC reactor, control circuit, single-phase bridge rectifier, IGBT switch, and
series RC branch. Using a start/stop switch, a singleline-to-ground fault is modeled. The controlling circuit includes a current sensor (LTS25-NP, LEM
Company, USA), which is connected in series with
the line for monitoring the line current during normal
and faulty operation modes. The output of this sensor
is applied to the microcontroller for evaluating the
line current and producing the command signal for
the IGBT. Fig. 14 shows the line current before and
after fault occurrence when the SSFCL is connected
in series with the line. The fault occurs at instant a
and is removed at instant b. Before fault occurrence,
the line current amplitude is 1.5 A (p-p) and the load
voltage is 220 V (RMS).

Table 2 Experimental setup parameters
Parameter
Value
Source voltage (line-line), Vs (RMS)
220 V
IGBT Infineon IKW40T120
Voltage
1200 V
Current
40 A
Diode SKN 26/12
Voltage
1200 V
Current
24 A
Distribution feeders
Feeder F1
j0.314 Ω
Feeder F2
j0.157 Ω
Load
Sensitive load
(10+j15.7) Ω
Load of F2
(410+j31.4) Ω
Reactor
Inductance
0.2 H
Resistance
0.01 Ω
Capacitor
10 nF
Damping resistor
50 Ω
Fault inductance, Lf
0H
Series capacitor, Cseries
10 nF

Fig. 14 SSFCL effect on line current during the normal,
fault, and post-fault modes (current/division=500 mA
with probe X3 and time/division=50 ms)
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The line current is sinusoidal and the system
works under a normal operation mode. In this case,
the rectifier bridge short-circuits the DC reactor and
the voltage drop on the SSFCL is negligible. In the
faulty operation mode, by IGBT switching, the series
RC branch is inserted into the line and the fault current decreases to 6.75 A (p-p) (Fig. 14). Fig. 14 is in
fair agreement with Fig. 8. After fault removal, the
current decreases to the normal value and again
IGBT bypasses the RC branch.
Fig. 15 shows the line, series RC branch, and
DC reactor currents during normal and faulty operation modes. Before fault inception, the reactor current is DC with a small ripple. After fault occurrence,
the SSFCL topology changes by inserting the series
RC branch into the line, which limits the fault current. After fault removal, the control circuit observes
the current fall and turns the IGBT on. Also, Fig. 15a
is in fair agreement with Fig. 6, and Figs. 15b and
15c are in fair agreement with Figs. 9a and 9b,
respectively.
Fig. 16 shows the corresponding measured PCC
voltage of the prototype system during normal and
faulty operation modes. The measured PCC voltage
is in agreement with that shown in Fig. 12b. The
measured PCC voltage before fault is 220 V (RMS)
and SSFCL has no effect on the network power quality. During the faulty operation mode, SSFCL has
prevented severe voltage drop and has restored PCC
voltage at an acceptable level.
The advantages of the proposed SSFCL are as
follows: Compared with Hagh and Abapour (2009b)
and Firouzi et al. (2013), the proposed SSFCL uses a
series RC branch as a snubber to decrease the IGBT
switching overvoltage, which leads to better switching of the IGBT and less power loss in the fault period.
Though the DC-bias voltage source is inserted in
series with the DC reactor, the SSFCL will not cause
any power quality loss during the steady state. Also,
by adding the snubber circuit to the SSFCL structure,
the configuration of SSFCL remains simple and reliable. Decreasing the IGBT overvoltage during the
fault makes the proposed SSFCL reliable and practical; accordingly, the duration of the SSFCL operation during the fault period can be increased. So, it
can also reduce the interruption rating of the circuit
breaker.

Fig. 15 Line, series RC branch, and DC reactor currents
during normal and faulty operation modes
(a) Line and reactor currents in the normal operation mode
(current/division=1 A with probe X1 and time/division=
50 ms); (b) Series RC branch and IGBT current in normal
and faulty operation modes (current/division=200 mA with
probe X6 and time/division=100 ms); (c) DC reactor current
in normal and faulty operation modes (current/division=
50 mA with probe X100 and time/division=100 ms)
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Fig. 16 PCC voltage during the normal, fault, and postfault modes (voltage/division=20 V with probe X20 and
time/division=100 ms)

10 Conclusions

In this paper, an improved SSFCL configuration
has been proposed. The main advantages of the proposed SSFCL are its lower switching overvoltage
compared with similar structures, lower initial cost,
acceptable power losses, and reduction of the inductance and current rating of the DC reactor. Due to the
control of the DC reactor current, there is no need for
a disconnecting switch. Also, using the lower DC
reactor, the power losses are compensated and the
SSFCL has no effect on the utility voltage or load
current. Adding the snubber circuit to the SSFCL
structure reduces the IGBT overvoltage during the
fault period, and the power losses decrease as well.
This leads to a reduced cooling system and as a result, the system’s initial cost decreases. Note that the
SSFCL structure is simple and results in better power
quality. Simulation and experimental results indicate
the good performance of the proposed SSFCL.
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